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MASSOUD IS HIP AND A REAL TRIP 
 

Upholstery Leader to ‘Send’ Fall 2012 High Point Market Buyers  
With Eye-Opening New Looks and Airline Mileage Giveaway 

 
DALLAS (October 2, 2012) –Offering a fresh  twist on the classic styles that 

have defined the Dallas-based upholstery resource for nearly 50 years, 

Massoud Creative Director Ronna Griest will add a brand new collection of 

colorful, eye-opening designs during the Fall 2012 High Point Market.  

Putting the spotlight on this delightful design departure, Massoud invites 

all visitors to its High Point Showroom –310 North Hamilton, Space 104 – 

to register for a chance to win 25,000 American Airlines AAdvantage® 

travel miles to use on a departure of their own. 

Editor’s Note: High resolution versions of images shown available via request or 

download.  See end of release for details. 

“Everyone comes to market to see what’s new and different and I know  

our customers will be delighted and surprised by our latest designs,”  

explains Griest.  “These introductions are all about color – unexpected and  

vibrant hues, eclectic patterns with global/ethnic influences. Each versatile design can 

create a dramatic room statement or a splash of color and interest.  While each piece 

reflects a whole new attitude, they all embody the American-made quality and meticulous 

craftsmanship that are Massoud’s hallmarks.”   

To enter the giveaway for a chance to win 25,000 American Airlines AAdvantage® travel 

miles, buyers can complete the entry form they will receive when they arrive at the 

Massoud showroom.  The drawing will be held at the end of Fall Market, October 18, 

2012, and entrants do not need to be present to win.  

Fall Market highlights include: 

#9121 Daybed (shown above right)  - Bringing lush leather together with 100 % natural, multi-colored silk, this 

decidedly decadent design takes daydreaming to a whole new level. Sink into a “purple haze” amidst rich colors 

and textures.  And, awaken the imagination with Oriental Zodiac symbols hand-printed on goose down pillows.  

Suggested retail -- $3999. 

#429 Chair (above left) – Exuding a fabulous far eastern vibe, 

this chair promises to add a splash of color and visual interest 

to any décor. East collides with West as hand-printed Oriental 

Zodiac symbols dance across the chair in bursts of orange, 

greens, blues and other bright hues.  The chair’s simple clean 

design lines complete the look.  Suggested retail - $799 

 #5301 Modular Series (above right)— Whether you’re looking 

for seating solutions for a  large space or a small corner, this versatile, modular design can bend to any design  wish 
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and room style.  Its neutral base fabric provides the perfect backdrop for pillows in an array of colors, styles, 

patterns and textures.  Suggested retail --$5999 

#18 Accent Bench  (pictured left) --  Offering a richly textured  

global accent, the 100% natural, raw silk cover on this bench 

design blends a rainbow of tones, including reds, blues, greens 

and more. Turned legs in a warm wood finish make this the 

ideal accent for virtually any room and design style. Suggested 

retail -- $499. 

#90  Ottoman (right) --   Add  a 

bright burst of Bollywood to 

today’s décor with this delightful 

ottoman design. Covered in 

Kantha cloth, a recycled, repurposed antique sari cloth from India, no two designs 

are alike.  So the whimsical style you select is uniquely yours and yours alone. That’s 

because every piece of Kantha cloth is different. And, these fabrics have been hand-

cut and sewn into one-of-a-kind patchwork patterns for each piece.   Suggested 

retail - $599 

#9457Wing Chair and #127 Ottoman Design (left)  --  

Warm coral tone and light floral motifs exude a sense of casual elegance and style. 

nailhead trim provides the perfect finishing touch.  Suggested retail:  Wing Chair - $1499; 

Ottoman - $499.             

#888 Balloon Chair Design  ( right) – Balloon chair… birdcage 

chair… antique French wing chair….No 

matter what you call it, you’ll want to sink 

back into this  whimsical seat design.   The 

neutral  fabric lining the inside back  

provides  the perfect  contrast  to the richly 

detailed  Kantha pattern found on the seat 

cushion and exterior. A lovely turquoise tone accent pillow, also 

made from Kantha cloth, adds  an unexpected burst of color – no 

two designs are alike . Bordered with a russet-toned  fabric gimp 

lined with nail heads, a hand-finished wood frame ties it all together.  Suggested retail - 

$2399  

ABOUT MASSOUD  - Established in 1963,  Dallas-based, family-owned upholstery 

manufacturer Massoud has built a solid reputation during its 47-plus year history by 

offering  top quality designs, exceptional value, quick delivery and dependable service.  

With virtually unlimited customization options, the line includes a wide range of sofa,  

loveseat, chair, bench and other frames, 1200+fabrics in fresh patterns, dramatic colors 

and textures, a tremendous selection of luxurious leathers and hundreds of design details. 

Virtually any Massoud fabric,  leather, frame, trim or finish can be combined to create a 

personalized, one-of-a-kind design statement.  www.massoudfurniture.com | 800.762.2797. 
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